Kick Start your career
@ Buildakit UK Ltd

GRADUATE DESIGNER /
ESTIMATOR
WHO ARE BUILDAKIT?
Buildakit is a small privately owned limited company generating it’s turnover from offering
sustainable building solutions to small developers, architects and self-build clients.

WHAT YOU WILL DO?

/
/
/
/
/
/

Estimate projects and submit detailed specifications to potential clients.
Provide CAD assistance and technical advise on manufacturing drawings.
Source sub-contractors and work effectively ensuring needs of the project are met.
Source products and assist in buying.
Assist in the project management of a construction project.
Assist in a wide range of commercial activities involved in the successful implementing of the project
right through to the hand over stage.

WHAT WE OFFER?

/ Opportunity to work on individual projects and take
ownership.
/ Excellent opportunities to gain valuable experience and
develop new skills.
/ Opportunity to work with a family-feel organization.
/ Competitive salary package driven by hard work and
enthusiasm.
/ On the job training.
/ Upskilling initiatives in higher education on offer.

WHAT YOU’LL NEED?

APPLICATION PROCESS?

/ Must be eligible to work in the UK.
/ Studying towards a full time degree in Building
/ Send in your CV and Cover Letter to
Technology, Architectural Technology, Geography,
info@buildakit.co.uk.
Product Design.
/ Have a strong technical knowledge and ccomfortable
/ Next stage will be a telephone
with Microsoft Office with the ability to interpret and
interview. Here we really want to get
write excel formulae.
to know more about you and see
/ Be driven, enthusiastic and strive for perfection.
how you would fit in at Buildakit.
/ Be a good communicator, be able to build rapport,
persuade and negotiate with people.
/ The next stage is meeting you in
/ Ability to work at speed and with accuracy under
person in a face-to-face interview or
pressure.
an assessment centre which could
/ Teamwork and interpersonal skills.
involve a presentation or other role/ Excellent commercial awareness.
specific tests.
/ Confidence, motivation, plus the ability to handle
multiple tasks and problem-solve.

START YOUR APPLICATION
TODAY:

www.buildakit.co.uk
01282 619020

